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Abstract Containers are widely deployed on cloud platforms because of their low resource footprint, fast

start-up time, and high performance, especially compared with its counterpart virtual machines. However,

the Achilles’ heel of container technology is its weak isolation. For an attacker, jailbreaking into a host OS

from a container is relatively easier than attacking a hypervisor from a virtual machine, because of its notably

larger attack surface and larger trusted computing base (TCB). Researchers have proposed various solutions

to protect applications from untrusted OS; yet, few of them focus on protecting containers, especially those

hosting multiple applications and shared by multiple users. In this paper, we first identify several new

attacks that cannot be prevented using the existing solutions. Furthermore, we systematically analyze the

security properties that should be maintained to defend against these attacks and protect a full-fledged

container from a malicious host OS. We then present the TZ-Container, a TrustZone-based secure container

mechanism that can keep all these security properties. The TZ-Container Specifically leverages TrustZone to

construct multiple isolated execution environments (IEEs). Each IEE has a memory space isolated from the

underlying OS and any other processes. By interposing switching between the user and the kernel modes,

IEEs enforce security checks on each system call according to its semantics. We have implemented TZ-

Container on the Hikey development board ensuring that it can support running unmodified Docker images

downloaded from existing repositories such as hub.docker.com. The evaluation results demonstrate that the

TZ-Container has a performance overhead of approximately 5%.
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1 Introduction

Container technologies such as LXC [25] or Docker [35] are often used in the cloud because of their low

resource footprint, fast start-up, and ease of deployment. With ARM platforms gaining momentum in the

server market [1,4,36], many companies have deployed ARM servers that run containers at scale [38,42].

It is natural for these companies to deploy containers on their ARM platforms. In fact, there have been

many efforts to popularize containers for ARM platforms [2, 5, 8].

Unfortunately, compared with virtual machines, containers have a weaker isolation that depends on

many security properties offered by the host OS. The problem is that the host OS kernel usually contains

tens of millions of lines of code (thus thousands of bugs [6]) and becomes a single point of failure of the

entire system. Hence, container isolation should be enforced without trusting the OS kernel.

Considerable research exists on how to protect applications from untrusted OSs [11, 18, 19] that can

be repurposeed to protect containers. Systems such as CHAOS [18], Overshadow [19] and SP3 [48]

* Corresponding author (email: xiayubin@sjtu.edu.cn)
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prevent the OSs from reading or tampering with application’s data (aka., direct attacks) by isolating

them in different execution environments with a trusted hypervisor. SCONE [11] runs a Docker instance

in a trusted execution environment based on Intel SGX [3]. However, most of these work focus on the

isolation of applications’ memory and the protection of applications’ I/O data, while few of them consider

attacks issued through legal interfaces of an OS, which are also known as Iago attacks [17].

Iago attacks leverage the application’s assumptions on the system calls’ semantics to let the application

harm itself. For example, a malicious OS may return a wrong pointer as the return value of an mmap

system call, which points to some return addresses on the application’s stack. If the application does not

verify the pointer, it may unintentionally change the return address and further violate its own control

flow integrity. InkTag [28] and Sego [31] consider Iago attacks by verifying the results of system calls.

However, these systems focused on protecting a single application instead of a more complicated container

execution environment and did not fully consider the interactions between the OS kernel and containers,

such as inter-process communication (IPC) semaphores.

In a container environment, multi-user and multi-application are essential. To offer an illusion that a

container is the only environment running on a machine, Linux kernel introduces namespace mechanisms

to let a container have its own namespaces of user, process, file system, etc. Many container applications

depend on these namespaces for security. An example is enforcing intra-container isolation using a user

access control mechanism. However, a malicious OS may leverage these assumptions to attack a container.

For example, if a container is running a sshd service, an attacker may first login as a normal user Eve

and then try to access /etc/passwd. The operation should be denied because the file is only accessible to

the root user of the container. However, if the attacker also controls the OS kernel, she can just give the

user Eve the root privilege, so that Eve can access any file within the container, even if all the files are

encrypted outside the container. We call such attacks MUMA (Multi-User Multi-Application) attacks

and older systems cannot defend themselves from these attacks, as shown in Figure 1.

In this paper, we first analyze the current security mechanisms of containers and their dependency on

the underlying OS kernel. Furthermore, we present new attacks that a malicious OS kernel may issue

by breaking these mechanisms, including attacks on multi-application synchronization, inter-application

communication, and user access control. We conclude a list of general security properties that should

be ensured for container’s protection. Then, we propose the TZ-Container, a system enforcing these

properties by using the widely deployed ARM TrustZone hardware feature. The TZ-Container specifically

leverages TrustZone to construct an isolated execution environment (IEE) for each container process. It

also intercepts all interactions between processes and the kernel, verifies semantics of the interactions

between multiple processes/applications and ensures the integrity of user access control.

Container Abstraction

Hardware

OS Layer

System Calls

Memory, CPU Registers, I/O

Iago Attacks

Direct Attacks

MUMA Attacks

Application Container Applications

Figure 1 Layers of attacks. Previous re-

searches usually focused on direct attacks and Iago

attacks [17]. In this paper we target the MUMA

(multi-user multi-application) attacks at the layer

of container abstraction.

Bank Tansfer Application

transfer() {

  P(sem, 1);

  DB_Read(A); // A=5000

  A = A - 5000;

  DB_Write(A); // A=0

  DB_Read(B); // B=0

  B = B + 5000;

  DB_Write(B); // B=5000

  V(sem, 1);

}

Interest Calculation Application

calculate_interest() {

  P(sem, 1);

  DB_Read(A);        // A=5000

  A = A * 1.01;

  DB_Write(A);        // A=5050

  DB_Read(B);        // B=5000

  B = B * 1.01 ; 

  DB_Write(B).        // B=5050

  V(sem, 1);

}

3 4 2

1 

Figure 2 Sample code of multi-process syn-

chronization attacks. The malicious OS ignores

P() and V() operations of an IPC semaphore to

violate the mutual exclusiveness of the two code

snippets.

We have implemented TZ-Container on Hikey ARMv8 development board and integrated it with

Docker-v1.10. TZ-Container can directly run unmodified container images. The evaluation results demon-
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Table 1 Attack considerations. (X means one system considers the attack. © means one system partially

considers the attack.)

Direct Attacks Iago Attacks MUMA Attacks

Memory/Context

Attacks

Disk I/O

Attacks

Multi-application

Synchronization

Attacks

Inter-application

Communication

Attacks

User Access

Control

Attacks

Attack Apps Has Has Has

Attack Containers Has Has Has Has Has Has

SICE [13] X

Fides [40] X

TrustICE [41] X

Overshadow [19] X X

SP3 [48] X X

Virtual Ghost [22] X X

MiniBox [32] X X

InkTag [28] X X X ©
Sego [31] X X X ©
SecureME [20] X X ©
Haven [14] X X X

SCONE [11] X X X

Graphene-SGX [44] X X X ©
TrustShadow [26] X X X

gVisor [9] X

TZ-Container X X X X X X

strate that the proposed system introduces only a negligible performance overhead. The performance

slowdown is approximately 5% for common server applications (e.g., Apache and Redis).

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• A systematic analysis on protecting containers from an untrusted OS. We highlight the presence of

MUMA attacks that previous systems do not explicitly consider.

• A method for constructing multiple isolated execution environments (IEEs) for different container

processes in the normal world using ARM TrustZone technology.

• Design of the TZ-Container to protect containers on untrusted OSs from MUMA attacks without

requiring any modifications of existing hardware or container images.

• Implementation of the TZ-Container on real hardware and software to demonstrate the effectiveness

and efficiency of the proposed design.

2 Motivation

The Linux container is an OS-level virtualization technology that has become increasingly popular for

packaging and deploying services such as key/value stores and comprehensive web services. To enforce

isolation between containers, the Linux kernel introduces six namespace mechanisms that isolate 1) the

hostname and domain name, 2) the root file system, 3) users and groups, 4) inter-process communication

(IPC) instances, 5) process ID, and 6) the IP address and port. This is because traditional process

abstraction is not adequate for containers, which require an environment with multiple users and multiple

applications.

Our goal is to protect containers from the untrusted OS. One straightforward solution is to retrofit

existing work on protecting single application from untrusted OS (e.g., Overshadow [19] and InkTag [28]).

However, this is not adequate to protect a full-fledged container. We will demonstrate the differences

between protecting an application and protecting a container and highlight the presence of some new

attacks such as MUMA attacks that are not explicitly considered by previous work.
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2.1 OS Attacking a Single Application

A malicious OS has various methods to attack a user application. They can be divided into the two

classes: direct attacks and Iago attacks. Other attacks, including side-channel attacks and DoS attacks,

are not considered in this paper.

Direct Attacks: A malicious OS can directly access or control the memory pages, CPU context or

I/O data to attack an application. The memory and CPU context can be protected by maintaining an

execution environment isolated from the OS. Previous researchers have proposed many systems to defend

against direct attacks [11,18–20,22,28,31,48]. The disk I/O can be protected by encrypting and hashing

all file contents [18, 19]. The network I/O can be protected by applications with end-to-end protocols

such as SSL.

Iago Attacks: An OS can attack an application by providing malicious return values of syscalls,

which are also known as Iago attacks [17]. Syscalls, such as getpid and mmap can be used to perform

Iago attacks. Existing works [28, 31] propose a defence against Iago attacks by verifying the results of

some syscalls.

2.2 OS Attacking a Container

Unlike a single application, a container is a multi-user, multi-application environment relying on OS’s

services (i.e., multi-application synchronization, inter-application communication and user access control)

to make all users and applications inside the container to correctly cooperate with each. By controlling

these services, an untrusted OS can issue MUMA (Multi-User Multi-Application) attacks, which

includes: Multi-application Synchronization Attacks, Inter-application Communication Attacks and User

Access Control Attacks (as shown in Table 1).

Multi-application Synchronization Attacks: Different applications use synchronization interfaces

provided by the OS kernel (e.g., IPC semaphores) to control the execution flow. A malicious OS may

trigger race conditions by violating the synchronization semantics. For example, consider two server ap-

plications running in a container, where one is responsible for bank transfers, while the other is responsible

for interest calculation.

They access the same database and use a semaphore to prevent a race condition. An attacker A, who

has already compromised the OS kernel, sends a request to transfer $5000 to B (initially, the account

balance of B is 0 and that of A is 5000). The compromised OS may not keep the semantics of the IPC

semaphore, which may lead to the control flow shown in Figure 2. As a result, both A and B will obtain

$5050 in the end.

Besides semaphore, many other synchronization interfaces exist such as signal, wait and flock. Sego [31]

protects unnamed semaphores that cannot be used between multiple applications. Graphene-SGX [44]

provides a secure semaphore between parent and child processes.

Inter-application Communication Attacks: Two applications, A and B, can build a communi-

cation channel, e.g., message queue or shared memory, for exchanging data. When message queue is

used, messages are vulnerable to a malicious kernel since all the data are delivered through the kernel.

If using shared memory, a malicious OS could fool both A and B that they have established a shared

memory region but actually not, and further performs forking attacks. For example, consider A and B as

two processes that share a database of bank accounts. Data are stored in shared memory. However, an

untrusted kernel can make A and B have their own copies of data (i.e., no sharing). Thus, an attacker

may withdraw money first from A and then from B to obtain twice as much as she actually owns.

Overshadow [19] and SP3 [48] claim to support IPC including shared memory. However, the granularity

of sharing is too coarse-grained: two processes can either share nothing or everything. It means that if

A and B share one memory page, the malicious OS can map any pages of A to B. This coarse-grained

method cannot be used between different applications. SecureMe [20] claims to protect IPC shared

memory with more fine-grained granularity of sharing. However, it cannot defend against the forking

attacks mentioned above, and it does not protect other communication channels, e.g., message queue.
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Table 2 Security properties for protecting a container.

Security properties to be enforced

Memory & CPU Context P-1.1: OS cannot access container process’s memory.

P-1.2: OS cannot tamper with container process’s CPU context.

P-1.3: OS can only enter the container process from fixed points.

Disk I/O P-2.1: OS cannot break the confidentiality and integrity of container file.

P-2.2: One container’s file cannot be accessed by any other container.

Defending Against Iago Attacks P-3.1: OS cannot arbitrarily return value for syscalls.

Multi-application Synchronization P-4.1: OS cannot tamper with the functionality of semaphore.

P-4.2: OS cannot arbitrarily inject signal to container process.

P-4.3: OS cannot tamper with the functionality of flock/futex syscalls.

Inter-application Communication P-5.1: Enforce the integrity and confidentiality of the communication data

User Access Control P-6.1: The permission bit of file and IPC instance cannot be tampered with.

P-6.2: The permission of each container process cannot be tampered with.

P-6.3: Only the process with correct permission can access a file or an IPC instance.

P-6.4: Only the process with correct permission can send a signal.

User Access Control Attacks: The security of a container heavily depends on the access control

mechanisms provided by the kernel. For example, both the Apache and Nginx run worker processes

under a new user, www-data, which has limited permissions to handle user requests. Meanwhile, the

master process may run with root permission. This is a lightweight sandboxing mechanism ensuring that

even if a worker process has security vulnerabilities and is controlled by an attacker, it is still restricted.

However, a malicious OS may collude with a malicious application and deliberately loose the control over

it, e.g., to grant it root user privileges.

Mainly, the three access control mechanisms in Linux: are for the file system, IPC, and signal. Ink-

Tag [28] and Sego [31] implement file system access control in a trusted hypervisor. Graphene-SGX [44]

only allows applications to access files specified by a manifest. However, they require the user to addi-

tionally claim the access permission and cannot protect other access control mechanisms such as IPC

instance or signal delivery.

2.3 Goals of TZ-Container

To enforce the security of containers, both single application attacks (direct attacks and Iago attacks)

and MUMA attacks must be considered. However, as shown in Table 1, none of the existing work propose

a defence against the three types of MUMA attacks. This is mainly because all them focus on protecting

a single application (or a container with a single application).

The goals of the TZ-Container are to defend against direct attacks, Iago attacks and the MUMA

attacks. We list the required security properties in Table 2. To defend against direct attacks, multiple

isolated execution environments must be created to protect the memory and CPU context, and the

disk I/O must be protected. To detect Iago attacks, the return values of syscalls should be verified.

Currently, we have identified three types of MUMA attacks, which are mentioned above. To defend

against them, the TZ-Container must enforce the security of multi-application synchronization, inter-

application communication, and user access control.

Besides these security properties, the TZ-Container must offer high performance and good compatibil-

ity. Furthermore, it should support existing container images to make the security mechanism transparent

to end users.

3 System Overview

3.1 Background on ARM TrustZone

TrustZone [10] is a hardware security mechanism covering the processor, memory and peripherals. The

processor is split into two execution environments, a normal world and a secure world. Both worlds have

their own user mode and kernel mode, together with cache, memory and other resources. The normal
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IEE-manager

Container 
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Container-1
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Untrusted
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Container-2

Untrusted OS
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Figure 3 Design overview of TZ-Container. Each container process is protected by an isolated execution

environment (IEE) in the normal world. Each IEE is maintained by an IEE-manager running in the secure world.

The container shield defends against Iago attacks and MUMA attacks.

world cannot access the secure world’s resources (e.g., secure memory), while the latter can access all

resources. Based on this asymmetrical permission, the normal world is used to run a commodity OS.

Meanwhile, the secure world can locate a secure service. The two worlds can switch to each other using

a special instruction called “secure monitor call” (smc).

3.2 Threat Model

We assume that the OS is completely untrusted, and may try to read or tamper with containers’ memory

and CPU registers, as well as data en route to I/O devices. Additionally, it may try to manipulate the

return values of any system calls issued by containers, or violate the semantics of container abstractions

to perform MUMA attacks. We consider a case where a container has multiple users and multiple

applications. Some of the non-root users or processes may be controlled by the attacker. Moreover, a

malicious process inside the container may collude with the untrusted OS to perform further attacks,

e.g., obtaining higher privilege.

We assume that the hardware implementation is correct. Secure boot technology is used to protect

the code integrity of Linux kernel during system boot. After that, the buggy kernel can be compromised.

We also assume that applications in containers adopt protocols such as SSL to protect data transferred

over the network. We trust the container client running on the user side. The TZ-Container does not

consider the container application leaking its data, DoS attacks, side-channel attacks, physical attacks

and reorder/speculative execution-based attacks (e.g., Meltdown [33]).

3.3 Design Overview

Figure 3 shows an overview of the design. ARM TrustZone only provides a single secure world. To

protect the memory and CPU context of container processes (P-1.1∼P-1.3), the TZ-Container constructs

multiple isolated execution environments (IEEs) in the normal world through an IEE-manager running

in the secure world. The IEE-manager exclusively controls the entire system’s memory mapping and

enforces memory isolation. Additionally, it intercepts all switches between the user and the kernel in the

normal world for protecting IEEs’ registers and hooks all the system calls.

The container shield in the secure world enables parameter delivery from the IEEs to the untrusted OS

and checks the system calls. It ensures the integrity and confidentiality of the disk I/O by cryptographic

methods and defends against existing Iago attacks by checking the return values of corresponding syscalls

(P-2.1, P-2.2, P-3.1). It also prevents MUMA attacks, including protecting multi-application synchro-

nization, inter-application communication and user access control, by tracing corresponding syscalls and

verifying their behaviors (P-4.1∼P-4.3, P-5.1, P-6.1∼P-6.4). Once the container shield detects ma-

licious behaviors, which violates the security properties, it stops the execution of the container. The

container shield requires information across different IEEs; therefore, we place it in the secure world

as an individual module instead of integrating it within an IEE. For better compatibility, the container

shield provides interfaces for integrating with Docker.
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4 Isolated Execution Environment

An IEE protects the memory and CPU context of a container process. Each IEE requires the following

security properties:

• Memory and CPU Context Isolation: Both the memory and CPU context of an IEE should

be isolated from other processes (including other IEEs) and the OS (P-1.1 and P-1.2).

• Fixed Entry Points: An IEE can only start/resume from some fixed entry points (P-1.3).

• Secure Identification: An IEE should be securely identified by the container shield to prevent

impersonation.

4.1 Memory Isolation of IEE

The IEE-manager isolates each IEE’s memory by exclusively controlling the memory mappings and

enforcing two policies: 1) an IEE’s memory cannot be mapped to the OS and 2) an IEE’s memory cannot

be mapped to any other processes (except the IPC shared memory whose details are in Section 5.4).

To exclusively control all memory mappings, the IEE-manager deprives the OS of the ability to modify

them. On ARM platform, the number of ways to modify mappings are limited. 1) Enabling/disabling a

page table by maintaining instructions 1) and 2) modifying page table entries. We modify the kernel to

replace all page table maintaining instructions with invocations to the IEE-manager. The IEE-manager

then marks the enabled page table as read-only. Thereafter, the kernel must invoke the IEE-manager to

modify the table entries.

To prohibit the compromised OS from injecting page table maintaining instructions during runtime,

the IEE-manager maps the kernel text section as read-only and enforces that it does not contain page

table maintaining instructions. All the kernel data pages are mapped as eXecuted-Never and checked

whether the kernel remaps them as executable, so that the compromised kernel cannot inject page table

maintaining instructions to the data pages and jump to execute them. The user space memory is mapped

as Privileged eXecute Never (PXN) to defend against return-to-user attacks. We remove all return-

oriented programming (ROP) gadgets or jump-oriented programming (JOP) gadgets that can be used

to form new page table maintaining instructions, which is relatively easy to perform on ARM platform

because all the instructions are aligned. The kernel modules are checked before being installed.

4.2 CPU Context Isolation of IEE

The IEE-manager hooks all the switches between an IEE process and the kernel, and protects the privacy

and integrity of the CPU context. On ARM platform, the only way to switch from the user to kernel

mode is with an exception, which is handled by multiple exception handlers stored in an exception table.

The table is pointed by an exception table base register (VBAR EL1 ). We modify the kernel to invoke

the IEE-manager to modify this register and mark the enabled exception table as read-only. Then, we

inject a hook in each exception handler to interpose all kernel enter operations. Switching from the kernel

to user mode is performed by some specific instructions (e.g., eret). We substitute all these instructions

with invocations to the IEE-manager. The IEE-manager saves an IEE’s context and clears it before

switching to the kernel. Thus, the untrusted OS can only see a synthetic context and cannot tamper

with the real one.

4.3 Fixed Entry Points of IEE

The TZ-Container defines three types of entries for an IEE: 1) init entry : the start function of the

application; 2) runtime entry : it occurs during runtime where the IEE exits the user mode (e.g., where

an interrupt happens); and 3) user-defined entry : the user-defined signal handler. The IEE-manager

allows an IEE to be started only from these entries.

1) E.g., “MSR TTBR0 EL1, Xt” is used to enable a page table.
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OS Container Shield

· Record IEE creation
· First part

!Allocate PGD" 

IEE1 IEE-manager

· Register new page table
· Second part

!Fork memory /Load binary" 

· Enter new IEE

!Allocate ASID"

· Check ASID

· Register the IEE

· Allocate metadata 

IEEnew

· Enter the new IEE

Figure 4 The procedure of creating an IEE. The kernel is responsible for creating a process, including

constructing the page table. The created page table must be registered in the IEE-manager. Before entering a

new process, the IEE-manager checks the page table and enforces the memory isolation.

4.4 IEE Creation and Identification

An IEE can be created by two methods: 1) invoking the fork/exec syscall by an existing IEE and 2)

invoking the exec syscall with a new IEE flag by any process.

As depicted in Figure 4, the container shield records the IEE creation before forwarding the request

to the untrusted OS. Then the OS handles the request as normal, including allocating the new page

table. Subsequently, the OS registers this page table to IEE-manager, which checks whether there exists

a matching IEE creation record and marks the new page table as read-only to the OS. Only when the

registration succeeds, the OS can continue the creation of an IEE by mapping an existing IEE’s memory

(fork) or loading an encrypted executable binary from the container image (exec) with the help of the

IEE-manager. When an IEE is entered for the first time, the IEE-manager checks and saves its address

space identifier (ASID), so that it can be identified. This helps the kernel to handle page faults that may

occur in the created IEE. The container shield further transfers the syscall arguments between an IEE

and the kernel.

5 Securing the Container

This section provides details on how the container shield secures containers, including protecting the

file system, multi-application synchronization, inter-application communication, and user access control,

defending against Iago attacks, and how the TZ-Container can be integrated with Docker.

5.1 Container Process Creation

Secure fork and exec can be used to locate a container process within an IEE. Meanwhile, the container

shield initializes metadata for each container process, including the user ID (uid), group ID (gid), process

ID (pid), process group ID (pgid), and container ID, which will be used to perform access control.

During fork, all these IDs are inherited except the pid which is allocated by the OS and checked by the

container shield. During exec, all the IDs are not changed by default. However, if the executable binary

contains SUID or SGID attributes, the uid and gid will be set to the IDs of the binary owner.

5.2 File System

The container shield enforces the integrity and confidentiality of the disk I/O using a cryptographic

method. After downloading a container image, the container shield encrypts the image and generates a

metadata file, which contains the hash values and permissions of all other files. At runtime, all read and

write syscalls are intervened. For the read, encrypted data are read by the OS and the container shield

decrypts the data and checks the hash value. The write syscall is handled similarly. To defend against
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replay attacks, a hash tree of the metadata file is maintained in the secure world. The hash tree is stored

in a secure storage device, e.g., Replay Protected Memory Block (RPMB). For the memory mapped I/O,

the container shield helps the OS to load file data to the memory.

A per-container container-key is used to encrypt files. All the keys are stored in a key file and are

encrypted by a root key and protected by a hash value. Both the root key and hash value are stored in

a secure storage device. All the container files can be encrypted and hashed, so the property P-2.1 is

guaranteed. The container shield identifies the container to which an IEE process belongs and enforces

the property P-2.2.

5.3 Multi-application Synchronization

There are multiple methods for different applications to synchronize their execution flows. After analyzing

the syscalls, have identified that the OS provides three main methods for multi-application synchroniza-

tion: 1) IPC semaphore; 2) signal; and 3) flock/futex.

IPC Semaphore: The OS provides two syscalls, semget and semctl, to create an IPC semaphore and

initialize it. Then, semop is used to perform P(n) and V(n) operations on it. P(n) will wait until the

semaphore value is not less than n, and V(n) will add the semaphore value with n.

The container shield interposes all the three syscalls and provides their functionalities instead of the

kernel. It maintains a semaphore value for an IPC semaphore instance and performs P(n) and V(n)

operations on this value. A spin-lock is used to protect the update atomicity. When the P(n) operation

cannot obtain adequate resources, the container shield will mark current IEE as WAIT and ask the

untrusted OS to schedule out current IEE. A WAIT IEE cannot be executed. After the V(n) operation,

it will choose a WAIT IEE, remove the WAIT flag and ask the untrusted OS to schedule it.

Signal Delivery Verification: Applications can use the user-defined signal handler to synchronize

the execution flow. The container shield checks all the signals being injected into an IEE. It generates a

signal record when a signal happens, and checks whether an injected signal corresponds to a signal record

when the kernel enters an IEE from a user-defined signal handler.

A legal signal is raised by either an invocation of kill syscall or a system event. The former is interposed

by the container shield, which finds all target processes and checks the permission of this invocation. For

the latter, we divide system events into two types: the hardware event, which is raised by an exception

(e.g., page fault), and the software event (e.g., child process termination and invoking alarm, abort

syscalls). The former can be detected by hooking all exception handlers. The latter is detected by

interposing syscalls.

Secure flock/futex : Different processes can acquire an advisory lock with flock/futex syscall. Same

as IPC semaphore, the container shield protects flock by maintaining a lock for the file which an IEE

process acquires flock on, and enforces its correctness. For the futex syscall, the FUTEX WAIT operation

allows a process to wait on a lock variable, while FUTEX WAKEUP wakes up the processes waiting on

the variable. We allow the untrusted OS to perform these functionalities. The container shield checks

all enter operations of the container processes and enforces that a process waiting on a variable will not

be executed until another process wakes it.

The secured IPC semaphore, signal delivery verification and secured flock/futex syscall enforce all the

security properties about multi-application synchronization (P-4.1∼P-4.3).

5.4 Inter-application Communication

Apart from passing data during a file transfer, many methods exist for inter-application data passing:

pipe, message queue and shared memory. They can be divided into two types: message passing and

shared memory. The container shield protects their integrity and confidentiality.

Message Passing: Pipe, message queue and socket are included in message passing. We protect them

by transparently encrypting the communication data.

For a named channel, an identity token is needed. The container shield interposes them and identifies

each channel by the token passed from an IEE. Subsequently, it asks the OS to create a communication
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channel, and generates an encryption key for it. All data passed through these channels are encrypted

and hashed by the container shield, and a nonce is used to defend against replay attacks.

An unnamed channel does not need a token and is used for processes that have the same memory

view. The container shield generates a key for each of them and combines every key with the channel’s

descriptor. Both the key and descriptor propagate during fork.

Shared Memory: An application can create an IPC shared memory instance and map the instance

to its address space using shmget and shmat syscalls. The container shield interposes these two syscalls,

asks OS to allocate physical memory for the shared memory instance and helps the OS to map it to the

IEE.

For each shared memory instance, the container shield records its physical memory region and a list of

mapped virtual memory regions within different processes. Furthermore, it leverages the IEE-manager

to verify all mappings of shared memory and enforce that: 1) in different processes, the virtual memory

corresponding to the same shared memory instance must be mapped to the same physical memory and

2) this physical memory can only be mapped to these virtual memory regions.

By securing the two types of inter-application communication methods, the container shield enforces

property P-5.1 in Table 2.

5.5 User Access Control

The container shield performs user access control on file system access, IPC instances access and signal

delivery.

File and IPC Instance Access Control: Both the file and IPC instance employ user-based access

control. When a file or an IPC instance is created for the first time, the caller process needs to set its

access permission. Both the owner user and owner group of the created file/instance are inherited from

the process. After that, the permission can be changed by chmod syscall. The container shield hooks

the creation and chmod syscall, and saves the permission in the metadata file for each container. Hence,

the property P6.1 is enforced.

At runtime, the container shield maintains each container process’s UID and GID during the process

creation (as mentioned in Section 5.1). It also updates these IDs by tracing and checking setuid and

setgid syscalls. The standard user-based access control of Linux is performed. Each access to a file or an

IPC instance is checked according to the UID and GID of the IEE. Subsequently, properties P-6.2 and

P-6.3 are enforced.

Signal Delivery Control: Our system enforces the permission control of signal delivery during kill

syscall. The container shield traces each process’s UID, GID, PID, and PGID. For each kill syscall, it

first identifies all target processes using the PID/PGID. Then, the permission check is performed based

on the UID or GID of the caller and the targets: process A can send a signal to process B when 1)

process A is a privileged process or 2) processes A and B have the same UID. Then, property P-6.4 can

be enforced.

5.6 Preventing Iago Attacks

The container shield prevents Iago attacks using existing solutions by checking the return value of the

syscall [11]. The existing practical Iago attacks [17] include memory-based Iago attacks and getpid()-

based Iago attacks. For memory maintaining syscalls (e.g., mmap), we enforce that the returned address

cannot overlap with the existing memory regions. For getpid, we check whether the returned ID is the

same as the traced one.

5.7 Integrating with Docker

In this section, we describe how we have integrated our system with Docker, a widely used container

platform. The Docker daemon running on the server side is untrusted; however, we assume that the

Docker client is running on the user’s platform that is trusted. We modify the image download procedure
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Table 3 Single operation overhead.

Test Case Docker (µs) TZ-Container (µs)

null sys call 0.21 1.85

open/close 7.37 12.2

mmap 252 404

page fault 1.24 2.53

fork+exit 1865 6712

fork+exec 3334 8875

ctxsw 2p/0k 8.82 14.1

of Docker to run the existing Docker image from the Docker Hub. Then, we change the container start-up

procedure.

Pulling Docker Image: We modify the Docker daemon to invoke the container shield to download

the image. It uses the SSL channel to protect the image downloading from the Docker Hub. Subsequently,

it generates a container key as well as a metadata file, and encrypts the required files inside the image.

Finally, the image is passed to the Docker daemon.

Starting a Container: The Docker client sends a start request, including the container image name

and the execution command, to boot a container. We modify it to send this request to both the Docker

daemon and the container shield via the SSL channel.

The Docker daemon invokes the exec syscall with IEE flag, to start the execution command in an IEE.

The container shield verifies whether the rootfs and the execution command correspond to the user’s

command, and sends a message to tell Docker client that the container is started.

Communication: After starting a new container, the container shield exchanges a communication key

with the Docker client, which is used to protect the communication between the client and its container.

6 Evaluation

We implemented a prototype of the TZ-Container on the Hikey ARMv8 development board which has

eight 1.2 GHz cores and 2 GB of physical memory. We modified the Linux kernel 3.18.0 and Docker v1.10.2

to integrate them with our system. All the modules located in the secure world were implemented as

runtime services of ARM Trusted Firmware (ATF) [7], so that the TZ-Container did not monopolize the

usage of TrustZone. We allocated 64 MB of memory for the IEE-manager and container shield to store

metadata for all IEEs. We used AES-128 to perform the file system encryption. The entire TCB (code

in the secure world) was about 4,500 LoC.

During evaluation, we tied to answer the following three questions:

• Question-1 : How does the TZ-Container influence the performance of kernel critical operations (e.g.,

syscalls)?

• Question-2 : How does the TZ-Container influence the performance of real container applications?

• Question-3 : How does the TZ-Container influence the performance of multiple containers?

6.1 Micro Benchmark

LMBench: LMBench is a series of portable micro-benchmarks for measuring individual OS operations.

We used it to test the overhead of syscalls, process creation, memory manipulation and context switching.

The results are shown in Table 3. The null syscall shows the overhead caused by hooking all the switches

between the user and the kernel, which also switches the user page table and flushes the TLB. The

overhead of pagefault is mainly caused by switching to the IEE-manager and the verification of the page

table modification. The high overhead of fork and exec is caused by initializing the new page table, which

requires frequent switches to the IEE-manager and verification.
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Although there is a large overhead on the single operation, it does not dramatically influence the

performance of real applications. All these overheads are constant (several thousand cycles) for operations

that are not frequently used, and they are small when compared with I/O operations or arithmetical

operations.

SPEC CPU 2006: We evaluated all SPEC CPU 2006 INT applications under three systems: un-

modified Docker (as the baseline), the TZ-Container without file system encryption and the TZ-Container

with file system encryption. As shown in Figure 5(a), the average performance overhead of these appli-

cations is about 4% for the TZ-Container with file system encryption, while the gcc benchmark, which

accesses the file system more frequently, has the largest overhead of 11%.

6.2 Application Overhead

To demonstrate the performance overhead for real-world applications, we tested four different server

applications: Nginx, Memcached, Redis and SQLite3. We ran these applications with different numbers

of processes/threads. Furthermore, we tested multiple application instances in multiple containers. All

the applications were tested in different systems: Docker (as the baseline), the TZ-Container without file

system encryption, and the TZ-Container with file system encryption.

For Nginx, Memcached and Redis, we ran both the client and server on the Hikey board to eliminate

the fluctuation of network. SQLite3 is a C-language library. We compiled the client together with the

SQLite3 engine. The database file was stored in a temporal file system to bypass the disk overhead.
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Figure 5 Figure (a) shows the overhead of all INT applications in SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark, lower the

better. Figures (b) and (c) show the throughput of Nginx and Memcached, higher the better. The x-axis of

figures (b) and (c) represents the number of processes/threads used by the application.
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(c) Redis-Container

Figure 6 Figure (a) and (b) shows the throughput of Redis and SQLite3. Figure (c) shows the throughput of

Redis with different numbers of containers. The x-axis represents the number of processes/threads/containers

used by the applications. Higher the better.

Nginx: We configured the Nginx server to use 1-16 worker processes. A client was used to send

requests to the server. The thread number of the client was the same as the process number of the server.

As shown in Figure 5(b), the overhead is approximately 3% and 6% for the TZ-Container without and

with file system encryption, respectively. Because the Nginx server rarely accesses the file, file system

encryption causes very limited overhead.
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Memcached is an in-memory database. We configured Memcached to use at most 512 MB of memory

to store the database. We ran Memcached with different server threads and used a multi-thread client

to send requests to the server. The number of threads used by the server and client was the same. The

test workload comprised 50% set operations and 50% get operations. Figure 5(c) shows the throughput

of Memcached, and the overhead of the TZ-Container is less than 5%.

Redis is an in-memory database that can leverage the disk to provide persistence. We configured it

to synchronize data into the disk every 10 seconds. Since Redis is a single-thread application, we started

multiple Redis instances (1-16) listening on different ports. A multi-thread client (the number of threads

was equal to that of the server) sent requests to the server. The workload comprised 50% set operations

and 50% get operations. Figure 6(a) shows the throughput of the Redis server, the overhead of our

system is less than 6%.

SQLite3 is an on-disk SQL database engine. We used a client, compiled together with the SQLite3

engine, to insert values into the database. The workload comprised 100% insert operations. The client ran

with different numbers of threads (1 to 16), and used the Linux temporal file system to store the database

file. Figure 6(b) shows the throughput of SQLite3; the overhead of the TZ-Container without file system

encryption is about 4%. We used the temporal file system to eliminate the fluctuation of the disk, which

provided a higher throughput than the real disk. For that reason, the AES encryption/decryption of each

file system access caused an average performance overhead of 18%.

Multi-container: We ran Redis servers in different containers and each of them held a Redis server.

We used the same workload as that used in the single-container test. Figure 6(c) shows the throughput,

the overhead of the TZ-Container is less than 7%.

7 Security Analysis

The TZ-Container defends against direct attacks, Iago attacks and MUMA attacks. In this section,

we first analyze attacks on containers and the attacks directly on our system components, namely, the

IEE-manager and container shield. After that, we discuss the limitation of the TZ-Container.

7.1 Attacking Containers

This paper divides all the attacks from an untrusted OS to a container into single application attacks

(direct attacks and Iago attacks) and MUMA attacks. To protect container applications against direct

attacks, the TZ-Container constructs multiple IEEs with ARM TrustZone technology. To protect against

Iago attacks, we borrow ideas from existing works to create the defence mechanism of the TZ-Container.

MUMA attacks are new attacks introduced in the container scenario, and they have not been studied

well in previous works. Leverage the container shield, the TZ-Container defends against the three types

of MUMA attacks.

One way for an untrusted kernel to perform MUMA attacks is by tampering with the control data of

a process, which is maintained in the kernel space (e.g., kernel stack, kernel heap objects and opened file

handlers). Although the kernel is allowed to modify these data, the TZ-Container checks all user-kernel

interactions (e.g., all syscalls) and defends against malicious behaviors from the kernel. For example, no

matter how the kernel tampers with the opened file handlers, the container shield could protect the file

system functionalities used by the container applications.

7.2 Attacking TZ-Container

In this section, we analyze how the TZ-Container protects itself.

Hacking System Code Integrity: During system booting, an attacker may try to modify the code

of the kernel or even the codes of the IEE-manager and the container shield. Secure boot technology

is used to ensure their integrity during system boot. After booting, the IEE-manager ensures that the

kernel code is write-protected.
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Code-reuse Attacks: An attacker may try to reuse the code of the kernel or let the kernel jump to

the user space memory region to execute critical instructions (e.g., page table maintaining instruction)

and bypass the IEE-manager. The TZ-Container ensures that there is no ROP gadget that can be used

to construct critical instructions (e.g., switching the page table) under all ARM ISAs (which is relatively

easy on ARM platform because instruction alignment is required). Meanwhile, the IEE-manager ensures

that the user’s memory is mapped as Privileged eXecute Never, thereby preventing return-to-user attacks.

DMA Attacks: An attacker may leverage direct memory access (DMA) to access the container

process’ memory or inject code into the kernel memory. The TZ-Container defends against these attacks

by controlling the system memory management unit (SMMU), which performs address translation for

DMA. SMMU is controlled by certain memory-mapped registers, and the IEE-manager will enforce that

these regions are only mapped in its own address space. After exclusively controlling the SMMU, the

IEE-manager can forbid DMA access to the container process’ memory or the kernel’s code section.

7.3 Security Limitation

The TZ-Container cannot defend against side-channel attacks [27,47], DoS attacks and physical attacks.

It also does not consider that an application itself leaks its data. For new covert-channel attacks which is

based on reorder or speculative execution, such as Meltdown [33], Spectre [30] and Foreshadow-NG [46],

TZ-Container suppose that they should be solved by existing defense method. For the MUMA attacks,

currently, TZ-Container solves three kinds of them, which are introduced in the paper.

8 Related Work

Protecting applications and their data from untrusted privileged software is a long-standing research

objective. In this section, we discuss both the software-based and the hardware-based systems used to

protect applications.

Software-based solutions: In the first place, the initial work such as Proxos [43] and NGSCB [37]

executes one small trusted OS together with the original untrusted OS using virtualization, and the

security-sensitive applications will be located in the trusted OS. Different with Proxos and NGSCB,

the following work, including Overshadow [19], SP3 [48], SICE [13], Fides [40], InkTag [28] and Virtual

Ghost [22], directly executes the application on the untrusted OS and try to protect their memory from

being accessed by OS. TrustVisor [34] leverages the system management mode (SMM) to protect the

execution of a piece of code. Sego [31] extends these methods by protecting data handling with trusted

metadata. MiniBox [32] leverages a hypervisor to implement a two-way sandbox and provides the isolation

between the native application and the guest OS. Nested Kernel [24] provides an intra-kernel privilege

separation method, this technology is also borrowed by us to protect the memory mapping. Unlike the

TZ-Container, these systems focus on protecting single application or a piece of code. They cannot secure

a container and provide a defence against MUMA attacks. gVisor [9] protects container applications by

assigning a secure libOS called Sentry for each container. Dan et al [23] ran unikernel as a process, which

can also be used to isolate a container application. However, both of them do not target on protecting

containers from untrusted host kernel. JointCloud computing [16,39,45] protects user services by locating

them in different clouds, but cannot defend against malicious cloud provider.

Hardware-based solutions: There exist many trusted hardware, which can protect security-sensitive

applications, with different performance and security functionalities. ARM TrustZone [10] extension se-

cures the application by providing an isolated execution environment called secure world. Many existing

systems leverage ARM TrustZone to enforce system security [12, 21, 29, 41]. TZ-RKP [12] protects the

kernel by hacking all memory mapping modifications. OSP [21] and TrustICE [41] use TrustZone and

virtualization to securely execute multiple pieces of code in normal world. vTZ [29] leverages Trust-

Zone and virtualization to securely construct multiple virtual secure worlds. These systems can neither

provide multiple secure environments to protect native applications nor defend against MUMA attacks.

SANCTUARY [15] leverages TrustZone to construct multiple enclaves in normal world. However, it

requires modifications to the hardware and an enclave will monopolize a core. It also does not consider
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the MUMA attacks. Intel SGX [3] provides multiple trusted execution environments called enclaves on

the X86 platform. Haven [14] ports a libOS to run into enclave. SCONE [11] protects Linux containers

by running the user-level part in an enclave. However, it can only execute one process in each container,

and cannot support fork and exec syscalls. Graphene-SGX [44] also leverages SGX to protect different

applications. It can protect the communication between parent and child processes. Still, none of them

targets on securing the OS services for the containers with multiple users and multiple processes.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on the problem of protecting applications within containers and highlight

the presence of new attacks called MUMA attacks. Furthermore, we present the TZ-Container, a system

that can protect containers against an untrusted OS with ARM TrustZone. The TZ-Container constructs

multiple isolated execution environments (IEEs) to locate different container processes. Based on the IEE,

the TZ-Container checks OS services by hooking syscalls and defends all presented attacks including

MUMA attacks. The TZ-Container is integrated with Docker and can directly run unmodified Docker

images. We implemented the TZ-Container on the LeMaker Hikey ARMv8 development board. The

evaluation results demonstrate that our system has a performance overhead of approximately 5% for

common server applications.
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